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Europa (/ j ÊŠÉ™Ëˆr oÊŠ p É™ / () yoor-OH-pÉ™) (Jupiter II) is the smallest of the four Galilean moons
orbiting Jupiter, and the sixth-closest to the planet of all the 79 known moons of Jupiter.It is also the
sixth-largest moon in the Solar System.Europa was discovered in 1610 by Galileo Galilei and was named
after Europa, the mythological mother of King Minos of Crete and lover of Zeus (the ...
Europa (moon) - Wikipedia
Triton is the largest natural satellite of the planet Neptune, and the first Neptunian moon to be discovered.The
discovery was made on October 10, 1846, by English astronomer William Lassell.It is the only large moon in
the Solar System with a retrograde orbit, an orbit in the direction opposite to its planet's rotation. At 2,710
kilometres (1,680 mi) in diameter, it is the seventh-largest ...
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